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SQL-Praktikum -  3 - Solution  (until 15.01.2009) 

 

TASKS 
Now you should be familiar with your SQL Client and the IMDB schema. The exercise of 

this week consists of performing the following tasks: 

Exercise 1 
In your own schema, create some tables mimicking IMDB (let’s call it Mini-IMDB).  

Due to references between the tables, you need to create the tables in the cor-

rect order, i.e. start with tables that are referenced, and then create those hav-

ing references. 

You need 

1. A table containing and explaining all title types. This table is referred by the follow-

ing one, so there should be an according constraint. 

o The ID of the type 

o The name of the type 

o Textual Description  

2. A table containing all movies/titles. It should have a column for  

o The ID of the current title 

o The production year 

o It’s type or kind (like movies, series, etc) 

3. A table containing people. 

o The ID of the person 

o The name of the person 

4. A table containing all movie-person association types. This table is referred by the 

following one; so again, there should be an according constraint. 

o The ID of the type 

o The name of the type (e.g. actor, producer, etc) 

5. A table associating people to movies. Also, don’t forget the according constraints. 

o The type of the association (e.g. Was the person an actor in the movie? Or 

the producer? etc) 

For each table, print the SQL statement/s on paper (which you will later hand to 

your HiWi). 
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Solution 1 
This is one possible solution to create those tables: 

1 A table containing and explaining all title types: 
 

CREATE  TABLE titleTypes 

(id int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

name VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

description varchar(100)); 

2 A table containing all movies/titles: 
 

CREATE  TABLE title 

(id int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

production_year int,  

-- this is int due to compatibility with the IMDB-schema, 

-- you might also use date here, but that will bring trouble in task 3 

type int REFERENCES titletypes(id)); 

3 A table containing people: 
 

CREATE  TABLE person 

(id int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

name VARCHAR(511) 

-- VARCHAR(511) to be compatible to IMDB 

); 

4 A table containing all movie-person association types: 
 

CREATE  TABLE title_person_association_type 

(id int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

name VARCHAR(50)); 

 

5 A table associating people to movies: 
 

CREATE  TABLE title_person_association 

(person_id int NOT NULL REFERENCES person(id), 

title_id int NOT NULL REFERENCES title(id), 

type_id int NOT NULL REFERENCES title_person_association_type(id), 

PRIMARY KEY(person_id,title_id,type_id) ); 

Note that type_id must be part of the key, to allow persons to participate 

in a movie in several roles (director and actor and music …) 
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Exercise 2 
You work at Mighty Movie Enterprises and the management is currently trying to decide on 

their next big project. 

To support them in the decision making process, your task is to collect several bits of infor-

mation from the IMDB Internet Movie Database to create a marketing report. 

For each of the sub-exercises, print your SQL statement/s on your solution paper. 

Exercise 2.1: 
To get an overview over the current movie releases, create a SQL statement to retrieve the 

title and kind of all titles since 2004. 

select t.title, kt.KIND 

from IMDB.title t, IMDB.KIND_TYPE kt 

where PRODUCTION_YEAR >= 2004 AND kt.id = t.kind_id; 

Exercise 2.2: 
To get an overview over all recently active actors, you were also asked to get the names of 

all actors who played in at least one of those productions since 2004. 

Each name should appear only once. 

select DISTINCT n.name 

from IMDB.title t,  IMDB.cast_info ci, IMDB.name n 

where t.PRODUCTION_YEAR >= 2004  

AND t.id = ci.movie_id -- JOIN t,ci 

AND ci.person_id = n.id -- JOIN ci,n; 

Exercise 2.3: 
After sending them your report, the management complains it was not useful, claiming it was 

too much data. 

Hearing that, you create a SQL statement to get only the number of titles since 2004. 

select count(*) 

from IMDB.title t, IMDB.KIND_TYPE kt 

where PRODUCTION_YEAR >= 2004 AND kt.id = t.kind_id; 
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Exercise 2.4: 
Since the Management already decided that this project would be the greatest movie in his-

tory, they came to the conclusion that every single role should be played by a top star who 

played in a noteworthy amount of movies. 

As no one really knows, which amount of movies actually IS noteworthy, you are to retrieve 

the average and maximal number of movies (kind = movie) actors (role_type = actor OR 

actress) played in since 2004, omitting those actors who played in only one movie to avoid 

the small fry. 

SELECT AVG(nr_of_titles), MAX(nr_of_titles) 

FROM ( 

select count(*) as nr_of_titles 

from IMDB.kind_type kt, IMDB.title t, IMDB.cast_info ci, IMDB.name n, 

imdb.role_type rt 

where t.PRODUCTION_YEAR >= 2004  

AND kt.kind = 'movie' 

AND kt.id =t.kind_id -- JOIN kt,t 

AND t.id = ci.movie_id -- JOIN t,ci 

AND ci.person_id = n.id -- JOIN ci,n 

AND rt.id = ci.role_id -- join rt,ci 

AND (rt.role = 'actor' OR rt.role = 'actress') -- select only actors and 

actresses 

GROUP BY n.name HAVING count(*)>1) 

; 

Exercise 2.5: 
After reviewing the results, you are to retrieve the names of all actors (actors and actresses) 

that played in at least 30 movies (not video releases, series, video games, ..) since 2004, as 

well as the number of movies they actually played in, sorted by the number of titles (starting 

with big numbers) and their names in alphabetically order. 

 
SELECT n.name, count(*) as nr_of_titles 

FROM IMDB.kind_type kt, IMDB.title t, IMDB.cast_info ci, IMDB.name n, 

imdb.role_type rt 

WHERE t.PRODUCTION_YEAR >= 2004  

AND kt.kind = 'movie' 

AND kt.id =t.kind_id -- JOIN kt,t 

AND t.id = ci.movie_id -- JOIN t,ci 

AND ci.person_id = n.id -- JOIN ci,n 

AND rt.id = ci.role_id -- join rt,ci 

AND (rt.role = 'actor' OR rt.role = 'actress') -- select only actors and 

actresses 

GROUP BY n.name 

HAVING count(*) > 30 

ORDER BY nr_of_titles desc, name asc 

; 
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Exercise 3 
Now, try to fill your Mini-IMDB tables you created in exercise 1. You should import all 

those movies (only movies - not video games, series, etc.) which were released in 2004, in-

cluding all involved persons (and only those. Of course, this also means that you should im-

port the respective person-movie associations and association types). Print your SQL 

statement/s on your solution paper. 

 

Table: TitleTypes 
 

INSERT INTO titleTypes (id, name,description)  

SELECT DISTINCT kt.id, kt.kind, 'none' 

FROM IMDB.title t, IMDB.KIND_TYPE kt 

WHERE PRODUCTION_YEAR = 2004 AND kt.id = t.kind_id  

AND kt.kind=’movie’; 

Table: Title 
 

If you created the table title with production year of type date, change it: 

ALTER TABLE title 

DROP production_year; 

 

ALTER TABLE title 

ADD production_year int; 

 

Otherwise, just fill the table: 

 

INSERT INTO title (id, production_year, type) 

SELECT t.id, t.production_year, t.kind_id 

FROM IMDB.title t, IMDB.KIND_TYPE kt 

WHERE PRODUCTION_YEAR = 2004 AND kt.id = t.kind_id  

AND kt.kind=’movie’; 

 

Table: Person 
 

INSERT INTO person (id, name) 

SELECT DISTINCT n.id, n.name 

FROM title t, IMDB.cast_info ci, IMDB.name n 

WHERE t.id = ci.movie_id -- JOIN t,ci 

AND ci.person_id = n.id -- JOIN ci,n 
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Table: title_person_association_type : 
 

INSERT INTO title_person_association_type (id, name) 

SELECT r.id, r.role 

FROM IMDB.role_type r 

Table: title_person_association: 
 

INSERT INTO title_person_association (person_id, title_id, type_id) 

SELECT DISTINCT p.id, t.id, ci.role_id 

FROM person p, title t, IMDB.cast_info ci 

WHERE t.id = ci.movie_id  

AND ci.person_id = p.id 

 


